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Chapter 15
Cluster-Weighted Modeling:
Probabilisti

Time Series

Predi tion, Chara terization
and Synthesis

Bernd S honer1
Neil Gershenfeld
ABSTRACT Cluster-Weighted Modeling, a mixture density estimator around
lo al models, is presented as a framework for the analysis, predi tion and
hara terization of non-linear time series. First ar hite ture, model estimation and

hara terization formalisms are introdu ed. The

hara terization

tools in lude estimator un ertainty, predi tor un ertainty and the
lation dimension of the data set. In the se ond part of this

orre-

hapter the

framework is extended to synthesize audio signals and is applied to model
a violin in a data-driven input-output approa h.

15.1

Introdu tion

The list of time series worthwhile to be fore ast is about as long as the
rst unsu essful attempts to do so. It would be most helpful to know
beforehand when a heart is about to stop beating, what the weather will be
like tomorrow and when the sto k market is going to rash. Unfortunately,
these examples share the one property that they have nothing in ommon
and that they don't t into any familiar ategories of system dynami s
theory. Not only are they non-linear, non-Gaussian and non-stationary,
they are essentially non-everything.
Linear systems theory has yielded a multitude of results that are widely
applied in pra ti ally all engineering and s ienti dis iplines. The majority of signal pro essing, system engineering, ontrol and hara terization
te hniques rely on linear assumptions and use a theory that has matured
in de ades of resear h and implementations. However, the limitations of
linear theory are lear: non-linear behavior of any kind an not be handled.
The re onstru tion (embedding) theorem on the other hand provides
1 Author
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the theoreti al means to handle highly non-linear behavior of arbitrary
physi al systems with hidden dynami s [22℄. It shows that the system's
state spa e an be mapped into a di eomorphi spa e, onstru ted from
any observable of the system, and that we an hara terize the data with
respe t to dimensionality and dynami behavior in the re onstru ted spa e.
The re onstru tion theorem also dete ts low dimensional stru ture in a high
dimensional data spa e, whi h lets us work in the spa e des ribed by the
e e tive degrees of freedom of a system, for example a violin, rather than
its ountless me hani al degrees of freedom.
Unfortunately it turns out to be rather diÆ ult to use a re onstru ted
state spa e to predi t the output of a omplex system. While low dimensional systems are tra table (Fig.15.1), models be ome easily unstable given
a ompli ated state spa e or an arbitrary predi tion horizon. Driven systems should be easier to handle than autonomous systems. However, the
model dimensionality of a driven system is signi antly bigger, sin e input
and output observables need to be onsidered at the same time[4℄. The
presen e of noise in pra ti ally any real world system further ompli ates
the embedding task. Due to these problems we end up with a fairly small
number of examples where embedding, despite its theoreti al promise, has
been applied su essfully to predi t a signal.
In between linear and highly non-linear systems there is a large lass
of systems that are not easily lassi ed as one or the other but ombine
hara teristi s from both worlds. The bow string intera tion of a violin, for
example, is strongly non-linear, sin e it transforms the slow a tions of the
player into a fast audio signal. At the same time the e e t of the violin
body is most eÆ iently des ribed by a linear lter sin e there is only little
non-linear e e ts in the bridge and body dynami s [14℄. Hen e a violin
ombines linear and non-linear pro essing.
This hapter introdu es Cluster-Weighted Modeling (CWM) as a modeling tool that allows one to hara terize and predi t systems of arbitrary
dynami hara ter. The framework is based on density estimation around
Gaussian kernels whi h ontain simple lo al models des ribing the system
dynami s of a data subspa e. In the extreme ase where only one kernel is
used the framework ollapses to a simple model that is linear in the oefients. In the opposite extreme it allows one to embed and fore ast data
that may be non-Gaussian, dis ontinuous, high-dimensional and haoti . In
between CWM overs a multitude of models, ea h of whi h is hara terized
by a di erent lo al model and state representation. We reate globally nonlinear models with transparent lo al stru tures through the embedding of
past pra ti e and mature te hniques in the general non-linear framework.
2

2 The ex eption from this is the famous Wolf tone, a tone that periodi ally ollapses
despite onstant bowing. The phenomenon is parti ularly strong on the ello and is
aused by a non-linear oupling between of a string and body mode [6℄.
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The limitations of Arti ial Neural Networks (ANNs) have be ome apparent almost as qui kly as their modeling power: networks take long
to onverge, oeÆ ients are only meaningful in the ontext of the entire
model and failure and su ess of an ar hite ture are unpredi table beforehand. More re ently a new family of networks has been developed,
whi h interpret data probabilisti ally and are often represented in graphi al
networks[3, 9, 11℄. As a meta- lass of models, graphi al models are on eptually unbounded. They unify existing network ar hite tures, for example
lassi al ANNs in a single theory [15℄, provide new insights and extensions
to onventional networks and open up new appli ation domains. Graphi al
models are also referred to as independen e networks, sin e the graphial representation really des ribes dependen e and independen e among
random variables. They are alled Bayesian belief networks sin e dependen ies between variables are expressed in terms of onditional probability fun tions that have impli it or expli it prior beliefs built into them.
They are furthermore named in uen e diagrams sin e ausal dependen es
between variables are learly illustrated. \In uen e" is meant probabilistially, whi h ontains deterministi ausality as a spe ial ase. Unfortunately
graphi al models la k a systemati sear h algorithm that maps a given
problem into a network ar hite ture. Instead, before the network parameters an be trained on new data, the ar hite ture needs to be redesigned
node by node from s rat h.
Cluster-Weighted Modeling is a spe ial ase of a probabilisti model that
gives up some of the generality of graphi al models in favor of ease of use,
a minimal number of hyper-parameters and a fast parameter sear h. It has
been designed as an ar hite ture that is as general as reasonably possible, but as spe i to a parti ular appli ation as ne essary. We present a
tool that allows us to do statisti al time series analysis from a physi ist's
perspe tive and at the same time allows us to solve ompli ated engineering problems, for example the design of a digital musi al instruments. As
opposed to ANNs it provides transparent lo al stru tures and meaningful parameters, it allows one to identify and analyze data subspa es and
onverges qui kly.
The rst part of this hapter provides the basi ar hite ture, estimation
and hara terization tools of CWM. The se ond part is on erned with the
problem of building a data-driven input-output model of a violin. The violin
is a omplex driven devi e that in its so io- ultural, artisti and physi al
subtlety is hardly mat hed by any other human artifa t. At the same time
the violin provides a very lear error metri in that the model is just as
good as it sounds. From a non-linear dynami s and statisti s viewpoint
the violin is a paradigmati obje t, sin e it shows non-linear and linear,
sto hasti and deterministi behavior at the same time.
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Cluster-Weighted Modeling
Ar hite ture

Cluster-Weighted Modeling (CWM) is an input-output inferen e framework based on probability density estimation of a joint set of input feature
and output target data. It is similar to mixture-of-experts type ar hite tures [10℄ and an be interpreted as a exible and transparent te hnique to
approximate an arbitrary fun tion. Unlike onventional Kernel based te hniques, CWM requires only one hyper-parameter to be xed beforehand,
and provides data parameters su h as the length s ale (bandwidth) of the
lo al approximation as an output rather than an input of the algorithm [5℄.
We start with a set of dis rete or real valued input features x whi h may
be measured features or omponents in a time lagged embedding spa e, and
an dis rete or real valued output target ve tor y. Given the joint inputoutput set fyn ; xn gNn , the most general model infers the joint density
p(y; x) of the data set, from whi h onditional quantities su h as the expe ted y given x, hyjxi, and the expe ted ovarian e of y given x, hPy jxi
an be derived.
We expand this joint density in lusters labeled m , ea h of whi h ontains an input domain of in uen e, a lo al model, and an output distribution. In a rst step the joint density is separated into an un onditioned
luster probability and a onditional probability of a data given a luster,
whi h is then further expanded into an input domain of in uen e and an
output distribution,
=1

p(y; x)

=
=
=

M
X
m=1
M

X

m=1
M

X

m=1

p(y; x; m )

(15.1)

p(y; xj m ) p( m )
p(yjx; m ) p(xj m ) p( m ) :

Many problems require a distin tion between slowly varying state variables des ribing the global boundary onditions and state of the system
and fast varying variables des ribing the fast dynami s of the system. If
this is the ase we de ompose x into xs and xf and obtain for the density
p(y; x) =

M
X
m=1

p(yjxf ; m ) p(xs j m ) p( m ) ;

(15.2)

where xs and xf may be identi al, overlapping in some dimensions or ompletely distin t.
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The input distribution is taken to be a Gaussian distribution,
1
jP j =
(15.3)
p(xj m ) = m D= e x  P  x  = ;
(2)
where Pm is the luster-weighted ovarian e matrix in the feature spa e.
It an be redu ed to varian es in ea h dimension, when omputational
omplexity is an issue.
The output distribution is taken to be
jP j =
P 1  y f x; = ;
p(yjx; m ) = m;yD = e y f x;
(15.4)
(2)
where the mean value of the output Gaussian is repla ed by the fun tion
f (x; m ) with unknown parameters m . Again the o diagonal terms in the
output ovarian e matri es Pm;y an be negle ted if needed.
To understand this form, onsider the onditional fore ast of the expe ted
y given x,
1 1 2

(

2

1

1 2

y

hyjxi =
=
=
=

Z

Z

y

(

(

2

T
m)

m ))

T

(

m

m;y

(

p(yjx) dy

m)

(

2

m ))

2

p(y; x)
dy
p(x)
PM R
m=1 y p(yjx; m ) dy p(xj m ) p( m )
PM
m=1 p(xj m ) p( m )
PM
m=1 f (x; m ) p(xj m ) p( m ) :
PM
m=1 p(xj m ) p( m )

(15.5)

y

We observe that the predi ted y is a superposition of all the lo al fun tionals, where the weight of ea h ontribution depends on the posterior
probability that an input point was generated by a parti ular luster. The
denominator assures that the sum of the weights of all ontributions equals
unity.
Likewise we ompute the onditional error in terms of the expe ted ovarian e of y given x
hPy jxi =
=

Z

Z

(y hyjxi)(y hyjxi)T p(yjx) dy

(15.6)

(yyT hyjxihyjxiT ) p(yjx) dy
PM R T
= m yyPMp(yjx; m )dy p(xj m ) p( m ) hyjxihyjxiT
m p(xj m ) p( m )
PM
T
= m [Pm;y +Pf (Mx; m )f (x; m ) ℄ p(xj m ) p( m ) hyjxihyjxiT
m p(xj m ) p( m )
=1

=1

=1

=1
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whi h equals the expe ted varian e if only a single output dimension is
onsidered,
PM
+ f (x; m ) ℄ p(xj m ) p( m ) hyjxi :
hy jxi = m [m;y
PM
m p(xj m ) p( m )
There are two parameters to be determined beforehand: the number
of lusters M and the form of the lo al models f whi h together ontrol the model resour es and hen e under versus over- tting. We trade o
the omplexity of the lo al models against the omplexity of the global
ar hite ture, whi h is ni ely illustrated in the ase of a lo al polynomial
expansion(Equ.15.7): If we use lo ally onstant models together with a large
number of lusters, the predi tive power is determined by the number of
Gaussian kernels. If, alternatively, we use a high-order polynomial model
and a single kernel, the model redu es to a global polynomial model.
The hoi e of lo al models depends on the appli ation. In general f expresses prior beliefs about the nature of the data or insights in the me hani s of a system and thus fun tions as a regularizer of the model. Ma hine
learning ar hite tures and estimation algorithms typi ally depend on global
regularizers that handle prior beliefs about what is a good model. This is
problemati sin e global statements may not apply lo ally. For example,
the maximum entropy prin iple is good at handling dis ontinuities, but
has no notion of lo al smoothness, whereas integrated urvature is good
in enfor ing lo al smoothness but rounds out dis ontinuities. In our approa h the model is onstrained only by the lo al ar hite ture whi h may
enfor e lo al smoothness but at the same time allows for dis ontinuities
where needed.
2

=1

2

2

2

=1

15.2.2

Model estimation

Non-linear fun tion tting uses models with linear oeÆ ients
linear basis fun tions f (x),
( )=

y x

M
X
m=1

( );

m fm x

m

and non(15.7)

for example a polynomial expansion, or models that have the oeÆ ients
inside the nonlinearities,
( )=

y x

M
X
m=1

(

fm x; m

);

(15.8)

for example a neural network. In the ase of a generalized linear model
(Equ.15.7) only a single matrix pseudo-inverse is needed to nd the set of
oeÆ ients yielding the minimum mean-square error. However, the number
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of oeÆ ients in Equ.15.7 is exponential in the dimension of x. A model
with non-linear oeÆ ients (Equ.15.8) has more expressive power, whi h
an redu e the number of oeÆ ients needed for a given approximation
error to linear in the dimension of x [2℄. Yet, the non-linear parameters of
Equ.15.8 require an iterative sear h [8℄.
CWM uses simple lo al models, whi h satisfy (15.7), to reate globally
powerful models as des ribed by (15.8) and hen e ombines the eÆ ient
estimation of the former with the bene ts of the latter models. We t the
lo al model parameters by a matrix inversion of the lo al ovarian e matrix
and nd the remaining luster parameters in harge of the global weighting,
using a variant of the Expe tation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [7℄. EM
is an iterative sear h that maximizes the model likelihood given a data set
and initial onditions [16, 1℄. We pi k a set of starting values for the luster
parameters and then enter the iterations with the Expe tation step.
In the E-step we assume the urrent luster parameters orre t and evaluate the posterior probabilities that relate ea h luster to ea h data point.
These posteriors an be interpreted as the probability that a parti ular data
was generated by a parti ular luster or as the normalized responsibility of
a luster for a point:
p( m jy; x)

=
=

p(y; xj m ) p( m )
p(y; x)
p(y; xj m ) p( m )
;
PM
l=1 p(y; xj l ) p( l )

(15.9)

where the sum over lusters in the denominator auses lusters to intera t,
ght over points and spe ialize in data they best explain.
In the M-step we assume the urrent data distribution orre t and nd
the luster parameters that maximize the likelihood of the data. The new
estimate for the un onditioned luster probabilities is
p( m )

=

Z

p( m jy; x) p(y; x) dy dx

(15.10)

N
X
 N1 p( m jyn ; xn ) ;
n=1

Here the idea is that an integral over a density an be approximated by an
average over variables drawn from the density.
Next we ompute the expe ted input mean of ea h luster whi h is the
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estimate of the new luster means:
m

=
=
=

Z

Z
Z

x

p(xj m ) dx

x

p(y; xj m ) dy dx

x

(15.11)

p( m jy; x)
p(y; x) dy dx
p( m )

N
1 X
xn p( m jyn ; xn )
N p( m ) n
PN
= Pn N xn p( m jyn ; xn )
n p( m jyn ; xn )



=1

=1

=1

(15.12)

The apparently formal introdu tion of y into the density as a variable to be
integrated over has the important result that luster parameters are found
with respe t to the joint input-output spa e. Clusters get pulled based on
both where there is data to be explained and how well their model explains
the data. In a similar way we an de ne a luster-weighted expe tation of
any fun tion (x),
h(x)im 

Z

(x) p(xj m ) dx

(15.13)

N
X
 N1 (xn ) p( mp(jyn ;)xn )
m

PNn=1
=1  (xn ) p( m jyn ; xn )
= nP
N

( j

n=1 p m yn ; xn

)

;

whi h lets us update the luster weighted ovarian e matri es,
[Pm ℄ij = h(xi

i )(xj

j )im

(15.14)

It also lets us ompute the matri es needed for the update of the lo al
models. The model parameters are found by taking the derivative of the
log of the total likelihood fun tion with respe t to the parameters,
0=




log

N
Y
n=1

p(yn ; xn ) :

Considering a single output dimension y and a single oeÆ ient

(15.15)
m

, we
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get:
0 =
=

N
X
n=1
N

X



 m

log p(yn ; xn )

1

p(yn ; xn )
n=1

(15.16)

y
p(yn ; xn ; m ) n

N
1 X
p( m jyn ; xn )[yn
Np( m ) n


f (x; m )
= [y f (x; m )℄ 

=

f (xn ; m ) f (xn ; m )
2
m;y
 m
f (xn ; m )℄

=1

m

f (xn ; m )
 m

m

Plugging (15.7) into (15.16) we obtain an expression to update
0 = h[y f (x; m )℄fj (x)im
= h|yfj{z
(x)im}
aj;m

I
X
i=1

m;i

h|fj (x){z
fi (x)im
}
Bji;m

m

,
(15.17)

;

) m = B m  am ;
where the matrix inverse should be done by a Singular Value De omposition
to avoid numeri al problems with singular ovarian e matri es.
Considering the full set of model parameters we get
(15.18)
m = B m  Am ;
with
[Bm ℄ij = hfi (x; m )  fj (x; m )im
[Am ℄ij = hyi  fj (x; m )im :
(15.19)
Finally the output ovarian e matri es asso iated with ea h model are
estimated,
Py;m = h[y
hyjxi℄ im
(15.20)
T
= h[y f (x; m )℄  [y f (x; m )℄ im :
Clusters should not be initialized arbitrarily be ause the algorithm is only
guaranteed to terminate in a lo al likelihood maximum. Also, initializing
lusters in pla es that are lose to their nal position saves time, sin e they
don't have to walk their way through the data set. We use a method that
performs well empiri ally: Choose 1=N as the initial luster probabilities.
1

1

2
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Pi k randomly as many points from the training set as there are lusters
and initialize the luster input means, as well as the luster output mean
with these points. Set the remaining output oeÆ ients to zero. Use the
size of the data set in ea h spa e dimension as the initial luster varian es.
It is also a good idea to normalize the training data to zero mean and unit
varian e sin e arbitrary data values may ause probabilities to be ome too
small.
To summarize the model estimation pro ess: (1) pi k some initial onditions; (2) then evaluate the probability of the data p(y; xj m ); (3) from
those nd the posterior probability of the lusters p( m jy; x); (4) then update the luster weights p( m ), the ;new
luster-weighted expe tations for the
new
input means new
m and varian es m;d or ovarian es Pm , the maxinew
mum likelihood model parameters m , and nally the output varian es
m;y n ew; go ba k to (2) until the total data likelihood does not in rease
anymore [7℄.
2

2

15.2.3

Error Estimation and Chara terization

From the probability density of the training data set (15.1) several error
estimates and statisti s an be derived, ea h of whi h provides useful insights as well as a self- onsisten y he k on the model. The density itself
indi ates the model un ertainty in that we an't expe t to obtain a valid
model where the data density is low. The ertainty of the model estimate
is proportional to the data density in a subspa e.
The onditional ovarian e (15.6) on the other hand indi ates the predi tion un ertainty given an input x. It an be related to other hara terizations of un ertainty, su h as entropy and Lyapunov exponents. The
di erential entropy of a Gaussian pro ess is H = log (2e )=2. Be ause
only di eren es in a di erential entropy matter, we ignore the additive
and onsider H = log (). The asymptoti rate of growth of the entropy
with time is equal to the sour e entropy h, whi h in turn is equal to the
sum of P
positive Lyapunov exponents times the time lag  between samples,
h =   . Therefore, assuming that the predi tion errors are roughly
Gaussian, the asymptoti value of the log of the output width as the input
dimension is in reased provides a lo al estimate of the sour e entropy of
the system. The sum of the negative exponents an similarly be found by
analyzing the time series in reverse order (thereby ex hanging positive and
negative exponents).
Be ause lusters nd the subspa e that is o upied by data, we an use
the luster parameters to nd the dimension of the data set even in a
high-dimensional spa e. Intuitively, the number of signi ant eigenvalues
of the lo al ovarian e matri es provides an estimate of the dimensionality
of the data manifold. For example, we obtain three signi ant eigenvalues
for the Lorenz attra tor embedded in 6 dimensions (Fig.15.2). To quantify
this further we use the eigenvalues of the lo al ovarian e matri es Em =
2

2

+

2
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FIGURE 15.1. The plot shows the Lorenz set, embedded in a three
dimensional lag spa e. The dense dots show the embedded data. Below it are the luster means and ovarian es, and the derived input
density estimate; above it is fore asting surfa e shaded by the onditional un ertainty, showing the maxima asso iated with the orbit
re-inje tion.

fe ;m; e ;m; :::; e ;m g to evaluate the radial orrelation integral
1

2

3

Cm (r)

=

Z

r

:::

Z

r

0
= erf  q
r

r

p(x1 ; : : : ; xD jCm ) dx1 : : : dxD

r

2e

2
1;m

1
0
A   erf  q

r

2eD;m
2

1
A

(15.21)
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FIGURE 15.2. Fitting the Lorenz set. Top: Data likelihood as a fun tion of iterations. Middle: Mean square error as a fun tion of iteration:
Bottom: Sorted eigenvalues of the lo al ovarian e matri es.

whi h in turn lets us ompute the luster's orrelation dimension [8℄ as
 log Cm (r)
m =
(15.22)
log r
s
D
X
2 e r 2 = e2 r
1


=
ed;m
d erf p r2
e
2

=1

2

2

d;m

d;m

In the limit r ! 0, this dimension is equal to the dimension of the spa e ,
be ause lo ally the urvature of the lustered spa e an not be seen. If it
is evaluated at r = 0:1 , for the e dire tion the ontribution is still
0.997, but for a dire tion with varian e e =100 the ontribution drops to
10 . The expe ted dimension of the whole data set is nally given by the
expe tation
max

max

max

21

h i =

M
X
m=1

m p( m )

(15.23)

Unlike a onventional O(N ) al ulation of the dimension of a data set from
all the inter-point pairs, the lusters nd the signi ant pla es to evaluate
the dimension, as well as the appropriate length s ale at whi h to test the
s aling.
2
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Appli ation: How to build a digital Strad

Mimi synthesis of musi al instruments tries to infer models that behave
and sound like the original instrument ideally to the extend that original
and model be ome indistinguishable. Given this general goal there have
been a variety of di erent modeling approa hes. Global sampling, for example, has been parti ularly su essful in ommer ial keyboard synthesizers. Ea h single note of a piano is re orded at many di erent volume levels
and with varying duration and these sounds are replayed during synthesis.
Sin e memory is heap only very little interpolation between samples is
required and the sound quality is lose to the original re ordings. However,
the method works only for instruments with low dimensional ontrol spa e,
namely keyboard instruments. Sin e the model does not know about the
instrument's internal state, but only reuses what it has seen before, there
is no notion of ontrol on part of the player.
Another su essful synthesis te hnique is physi al modeling [21℄. It is
based on rst prin iples analysis of the a ousti s of the instrument whi h
are implemented in numeri al methods. This method provides a lot of exibility, for example it allows one to reate new instruments that are derived from physi al me hanisms but ould not be implemented physi ally.
However, the approa h has also serious limitations. Current omputers an
barely run a full-s ale model of the violin as an be shown in a simple alulation on a nite element approximation of a violin. Assumed 10 body
modes per body axis and 10 nite element nodes per y le, we get 10 nodes
per violin plate and in the order of 10 nodes per instrument. If we multiply
this by a CD quality sample rate of 40 kHz, we end up with roughly 10
Giga instru tions per se ond needed to run a model in real time.
As a further fundamental problem of physi al models there is no systemati parameter sear h within a model stru ture and an instrument family.
Given a basi model of a violin there is no way to nd the parameters that
distinguish a Guanerius from a Stradivarius instrument other than trying
out ombinations of parameters in a high dimensional spa e.
The method we are presenting here lies on eptually in between the
sampling and the physi al modeling approa h and hen e is best des ribed
as a \physi s-sampler". Although we infer our model from re orded data
and even use stored samples, we reate a model that has the exibility of a
physi al model, sin e we synthesize the physi s of the instrument, not the
sound. At the same time we are doing omputational ompression on data,
sin e the physi al devi e is represented in an eÆ ient des ription.
It was mentioned before that the me hani s of violin playing involve
sto hasti behavior. The sto hasti aspe ts be ome lear when one onsiders player and instrument jointly. The violinist only partially ontrols her
instrument. While she has an idea of the spe tral hara teristi s she wants
to a hieve, she has no means to hear and ontrol the phase of the produ ed
signal. Naturally there is a ausal relationship between the player a tion
4

5
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and the spe tral ontent of the sound, whereas the phase of the di erent
partials is random and hen e unpredi table.
Fortunately, sin e phase is not per eived as a dis riminating feature in
a typi al playing situation, we may pi k it arbitrarily as long as we avoid
dis ontinuities in the signal omponents. The general lesson to learn is
that we need to model the pro ess, not an instantiation of a parti ular
pro ess. While we an predi t deterministi aspe ts of the signal, sto hasti
behavior needs to be summarized in appropriate statisti s su h as the power
spe trum.
The violin, as most musi al instruments, is hara terized by slowly varying boundary onditions that map into a fast audio signal. The non-linear
intera tion between bow and string auses the slow player motion to be
turned into the famous Helmholtz motion whi h ontains the frequen y
omponents of the nal audio signal [6℄. The slow and fast elements des ribe two di erent times s ales whi h, if mixed, onfuse ea h other. Instead, fast and slow dynami s and the orresponding state variables need
to be treated di erently. CWM provides the means to implement su h distin tion: The slowly varying boundary onditions are used to sele t the
domain of operation ( luster) in the on guration spa e (Equ.15.3), while
the fast dynami s are handled by the lo al models and the asso iated state
variables (Equ.15.4).
The previous se tion introdu ed CWM as a ma hine learning framework
that allows one to predi t and hara terize arbitrary input-output data.
Given this inferen e tool we need to onsider a se ond important aspe t of
data analysis and predi tion, whi h is data representation. Although linear
transforms su h as Fourier or wavelet transforms do not hange the information ontent of the data, it makes a onsiderable di eren e in whi h
domain we try to predi t. CWM lets us embed a variety of spe i loal representations. In this se tion we dis uss Cluster-Weighted Spe tral
Modeling and Cluster-Weighted Sampling as examples of two lo al implementations of CWM. We also introdu e ways of higher order fa torization
and show how the CWM stru ture an be in luded in a Hidden-Markov
Model to the end of expli itly en oding timing in the model.
15.3.1

Cluster-Weighted Spe tral Modeling

It is our goal to build an input-output model of a violin given a data
set that ontains physi al input features measured on the bow and the
nger-board along with syn hronized audio data. In the training pro ess
the network learns the mapping between the physi al input and the sound.
After training the network knows how do generate appropriate audio, given
new input.
We de ompose the audio training signals into spe tral frames at a frame
rate that equals the sampling rate of the slowly varying physi al input.
Ea h frame ontains of the oeÆ ients of a Short Term Fourier Transform
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(STFT) applied to a xed number of audio samples weighted by a Hamming Window. The underlying assumption is that the player operates on
the spe tral omposition of the sound and that these spe tral hara teristi s do not hange faster than the a tual ontrol. From those frames we
retain only the harmoni partials of the violin signal. The amplitudes of the
harmoni partials are taken to be the magnitude of the power spe trum in
the frequen y bin, while pre ise frequen y estimates are obtained from the
phase di eren e in losely spa ed sample windows [13℄. Given a total of P
partials the output ve tor y has 2P omponents.
The input ve tor x onsists of physi al input data, su h as bow velo ity,
pressure, nger position, and bow-bridge position. Driven by the belief that
past input onditions the urrent state of the instrument the input ve tor
is augmented with respe t to past input data. Adding time lagged input
samples to x, we balan e the need to in lude the past and the burden of a
big input spa e. While the model s ales linearly in the output dimension, it
is very sensitive to large input spa es, sin e the required amount of training
data in reases exponentially the input data dimension. Also the model is
more sensitive to over- tting given a bigger input spa e.
In training we use the set of ve tor pairs fyn ; xn gNn to train a CWM
input-output model using simple linear lo al models of the form y = m  x.
In the synthesis pro ess the ve tor of spe tral information y is predi ted
from new input data x. Given the spe tral data we ompute the time
domain audio data by sinusoidal additive synthesis, where phase and amplitude of the partials are taken to be the predi ted omponents, linearly
interpolating between frames [19℄. The nal signal is obtained from summing the di erent omponents [18℄.
=1

15.3.2

Cluster-Weighted Sampling

Global sampling has been a su essful synthesis te hnique for instruments
with low dimensional ontrol spa e, su h as the piano [12℄. However, the
te hnique is less appropriate for instruments with ontinuous omplex ontrol, su h as the violin. In the violin ase the amount of data required to
over all possible playing situations is prohibitive, sin e ontrol possibilities are essentially unlimited. To over ome this problem we parameterize
the available sample material in an eÆ ient way. CWM learns how to sele t the appropriate samples, but also to predi t the parameters needed to
reassemble the sound from the raw material.
Clusters now have multiple output models overing sample sele tion,
amplitude predi tion and pit h predi tion. The rst expert is a pointer
into sample spa e. The luster that most likely generated a ontrol data
takes over and its sequen e of samples stand in for the parti ular playing
situation. The luster is replayed until another luster be omes more likely
and takes over with its own samples. We will ome ba k to the issue of
sequen ing time domain sound samples below.
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FIGURE 15.3. Cluster-weighted sampling: a) overlapping samples of
the string signal. b) input-output model, from the bottom: bow position;
bow speed; nger position; predi ted out-of-samples amplitude (solid)
and given sampled amplitudes (dashed); predi ted out-of-samples
pit h (solid) and given sampled pit h (dashed); the doubled dashed
lines indi ate overlapping sample windows: the old window is slowly
faded out while the new window is faded in, in su h a way that the
total weight of data adds up to unity at any given moment.

The se ond output model is a pit h predi tor. Given a ontrol input that
typi ally in ludes the left hand nger position on the nger board a lo al
linear model predi ts the appropriate pit h at any moment in time. The
samples sele ted for synthesis almost ertainly won't mat h this desired
pit h exa tly. Therefore they are re-sampled with respe t to the predi ted
target pit h. The resampling is done in real time a ording to
s^(t) =

with

X

n=N
n= N

s(n  Ts ) hs (t

hs = (minfFs =Fs0 gsin

n  Ts ) ;

(15.24)

(15.25)
(minfFs ; Fs0 gt) ;
where Fs is the stored sampling frequen y and Fs0 is the target sampling
frequen y [20℄. Sample pit h and target should not di er too mu h, sin e
big pit h shifts results in audible artifa ts. However, resampling an easily
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ompensate for e e ts su h as vibrato. Sin e we annot hope to re ord
any possible vibrato sequen e and frequen y, we hoose to superpose the
desired vibrato behavior on the sampled material.
The third output model predi ts the sound volume at any moment in
time using, on e again, simple lo ally linear predi tors. The sele ted samples are re-s aled with respe t to the target volume. Strong modi ations
of the sample volume should be avoided in order for the orre t timbre not
to be altered.
This approa h requires a number of prepro essing steps that extra t the
high level properties from the audio data. We need both pit h and volume
to label, parameterize and orre t the audio data at any moment in time.
These properties are easier to obtain than it may seem. Although pit h
extra tion is a problem that has not been solved in full generality, it turns
out to be surprisingly simple in our approa h. Sin e we are measuring
physi al input data, we have a rather good estimate of pit h to start with.
Given a ertain nger position, the possible pit h is within a very small
frequen y interval whi h makes it pra ti ally impossible for a pit h tra ker
to get onfused in the audio analysis.
An important detail is the sequen ing of pie es of audio when there is
looping within a sample interval or when a hange of luster o urs. We
hoose to mat h samples by minimizing the least square error between the
old and the new samples. Additionally we fade out the old sound and fade
in the new sound using a Hamming window overlap-add.
Sine we re-sample the audio material anyway, we an in rease the resolution of our t allowing for non-integer alignment of sounds without in reasing the omplexity of the synthesis algorithm. The su ess of the overlapadd depends on the length of the permissible fading interval and on the
hara ter of the sound. Fig.15.3 shows the overlap of two highly phase oherent pie es of the string signal of a violin des ribing a Helmholtz motion.
In that ase the partials line up ni ely with the fundamental and dis ontinuities are not a problem. However, the sound signal loses its regularity
after the ltering by the bridge and the resonant body of the instrument,
whi h makes it mu h harder to deal with.
15.3.3

Higher order fa torization: Hierar hi al mixture
models and Hidden-Markov Models

We have demonstrated a at network stru ture that is easily applied to
many problems and suÆ iently omplex for most appli ations. However,
there are ases where additional hierar hi al stru ture is helpful if not ruial. Identi al models may want to be reused in di erent areas in the onguration spa e or systems may have long-term temporal dependen es. [10℄
introdu e mixture models of arbitrary hierar hi al depth. Similarly we an
add higher level fa torization des ribing global states of our system. For
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FIGURE 15.4. Hidden-Markov model, from bottom: luster/model
input spa e, two lusters per state; state probabilities; predi ted
out-of-samples amplitude (measured-dashed and predi ted-line); predi ted out-of-samples pit h (measured-dashed and predi ted-line). Although measured and predi ted data are visibly di erent, the re onstru ted audio sounds very similar to the original audio data, sin e
the spe tral hara teristi s and the basi hara teristi s of the sound
envelope are preserved.

example, the top-level state of a violin model ould distinguish global playing onditions su h as pizzi ato and ar o playing or the use of a parti ular
string. The probability density is then expanded as
p(y; x) =

XX
k

m

p(y; x; m ; Modelk ) :

(15.26)

In the previous se tions we used time lags of the input signal to en ode
temporal stru ture and memory of the system. Another way of stating this
dependen e is to say that the urrent state depends on the past state and
the urrent input. Hidden-Markov-Models (HMMs) have been developed to
pre isely implement this dependen e in a probabilisti framework [17℄. If
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we embed CWM in a HMM stru ture we obtain an input-output synthesis
model with an expli it time dependen e built into it.
HMMs are typi ally de ned in terms of the number of distin t states
q ; q ; :::; qN ; the state transition probability matrix A = fai;j g, where
ai;j denotes the probability that state i follows state j and the emission
probability bj (k), whi h denotes the probability that the system generates
observation k, given that it is in state j . We repla e the dis rete emission
probabilities by a ontinuous probability density fun tion of the form of
p(x; yjqj ), whi h means the luster probabilities p( m ) be ome e e tively
time dependent, onditioned on past system states.
A luster (or more than one) now represents a spe i state qj given a
set of possible states q :::qN . The likelihood of a sequen e of input-output
observations (X; Y) = fx ; y ; x ; y ; :::; xT ; yT g is
X
p(X; Y) =
p(X; YjQ)  p(Q) ;
(15.27)
1

2

1

1

with

1

2

2

Q

p(Q)
p(X; YjQ)

=
=

q1 aq1 q2 aq1 q2 :::aqT 1 qT ;
bq1 (x1 ; y1 )  bq2 (x2 ; y2 ):::bqT (xT ; yT ) :

(15.28)

(15.29)
bqi (x; y) is the emission probability of a pair (x; y ) given the state qi .
These probability densities may be simple lusters or themselves a sum
over lusters,
bqi (x; y) =

M
X

m=1

p(yjx; m )  p(xj m )  p( m ) ;

(15.30)

where the probability distributions are identi al to (15.3) and (15.4).
The model estimation is more ompli ated but is based on the very
same probabilisti ideas as shown earlier. HMMs are typi ally trained in a
forward-ba kward pro edure whi h is a spe ial implementation of EM and
makes the estimation problem tra table. In synthesis the model is evaluated
in a forward pro edure sin e output has to be generated ausally [17℄. The
output sequen e at any moment in time is taken to be the expe ted value
of y given estimated past states and urrent observed input,
PN
p(q
)  aj;i  b(xt jqj )
(15.31)
p(qj;t ) = PN iPN i;t
j
i p(qi;t )  aj;i  b(xt jqj )
1

=1

hyt jxt ; qt i =
1

X
N

j =1

=1

(

=1

f xt ; j

1

)  p(qj;t ) :

A parti ular sequen e of states now re e ts a sequen e of input gestures
and internal states of the violin. Fig.15.4 illustrates a state sequen e for
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simple deta he bowing. We an follow a note from the atta k, to the sustained part, to the next bow hange.
15.4

Summary

The valuable insights that are possible into signals from omplex systems
have not penetrated into routine data analysis and engineering pra ti e
be ause of algorithms with limited appli ability or reliability. The ClusterWeighted Modeling framework that we have presented annot of ourse
solve all problems, but it does handle nonlinearity and sto hasti ity in a
transparent fashion that provides a lear onne tion to past pra ti e in a
domain (through the hoi e of the lo al models), with just a single hyperparameter (the number of lusters). A natural extension exists for problems
that require internal states in the model, without needing to in ur the
ar hite tural un ertainty of more general graphi al probabilisti networks.
One of the most valuable onsequen es of this probabilisti setting is
the range of statisti s that an be derived from the underlying model.
Rather than impose a ost fun tion for a learning algorithm at the outset,
predi tion questions an be answered dire tly from the density estimate.
This is possible with reasonable amounts of data be ause the estimate
is onstrained by the lo al models. Further, the many possible kinds of
hara terization of the data are done more reliably in a ontext that an also
make falsi able predi tions about the data, in luding internal onsisten y
he ks su h as predi ting the model's own errors.
The resulting models are eÆ ient in storage and omputation be ause
the model resour es are allo ated only where there is data to des ribe, and
the out-of-sample generalization is limited to the reasonable behavior of the
lo al models. These features point to the possibility of broadly appli able
\physi s sampling," building phenomenologi al models of driven systems
in the spa e of e e tive internal degrees of freedom, thereby enabling new
appli ations that guratively and literally sound great.
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